Tuning Your Decoders with Decoder Pro
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Tuning Your Decoders.
The First Part – basic programming for your decoder ... The way you want it to run.
First is setting the address. You can use 1, 2, 3, or 4 digits. I have a very simple mind – I use the
number on the side of the cab. Some people like to try and complicate this bit by adding secret/hidden
numbers like “0” or “00” – remember “0” is a number as far as decoders are concerned. For the first
example (non-sound), I will use one of my switchers, a P2K SW1500. It is GN #14 so I will enter 14
into CV1.
Normally your Command station will just
ask for the address – you say 14 and it will
know that it is a 2 digit address and so put
it into CV1 for you and set CV29 bit5 to
“0” so that the decoder knows what
number to listen for. Some systems will
only allow you to enter the address if you
are using the programme track. (This is a
good thing).
Put the loco on the running track and we
do the rest in “OPS Mode” or “on the
main” (POM). With your Command
Station set to 128 speed steps, turn the throttle up to either 2% or 2 steps (depends on system).
Did your loco move? – Probably not. Leave the throttle at that setting and program CV2 – try a value
of 10 – did it move? – Mine did and is moving along the track. The loco is running a little too fast, so I
enter a value of 5, - Great, the loco is only just moving. Some locos will need a value of up to 50 here.
If I had used a TCS decoder with BEMF I could have left this value at “0”.
Next, set a value of 5 into CV3 & CV4. This is just a temporary value; we will come back to it
later.
We need to set the top speed. My switchers have a max of 20mph and all the road locos have a top
speed of 30mph. For Narrow Gauge the lower setting is best – it looks good and the layout appears
bigger. I only have a small layout so I cannot get up much speed on my straight track before having to
brake for corners! Setting all locos to respond the same will help when consisting and the low speed is
safer when there are “visiting” drivers.
Run the loco at top speed, then enter a value for CV5 - try 128 (half full speed of 255). Try higher
or lower settings to your taste; vary the value you enter by 20 each time so that you can see the
difference. On this loco the value in CV5 is 119 and I set CV6 to half this, hence, value is 59.
Back to CV3 & CV4 these values are a little high for good switching so I have dropped them to a
value of 4 each. Nice response, easy to drive. Steam locos will look better with a slightly higher value
– try CV3=15 and CV4=10 for starters.
With a BEMF decoder; at 5mph, if you put a pencil across the track the loco will slip its wheels until
you remove the pencil – then it will carry on at 5mph. This is a “must have” feature for a switcher.
Well you now have a loco to play with and decide if this is the way you want your loco to run. If not
go back and change a few of the CVs mention here and see what you think.
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Free Help is at Hand
These days, sound decoders are so advanced that you can wear your
pencil out recording all the settings you change, and in some cases there
are so many things to enter that I do not even think about doing it
without the computer.
My computer (in the train room) is an old Pentium 3, 733mh CPU with
512mg ram – don’t worry this just means it’s like me – old and slow! It
runs with Windoze 2000 Pro and is 9 years old. I use a programme called Decoder Pro to programme
and record all the decoders. It is easy to use, is regularly updated for new decoders and most of all it is
free. The Roster says I have installed over 1000 decoders – I need to get a life!
It means I do not have to remember or look up which CV to change or what each CV does. You just
enter a number, or move a slider or just tick a box, the programme does the rest. Connecting the
computer to your system can be very easy – just a cable from the COM port to a socket on your
command station. For NCE it is a serial cable, for Easydcc it is a Telco cable with 4 wires. For other
systems you will have to check your manual. Decoder Pro will connect to 26 different command
systems.
The cable runs from your PC to your command station and that is all that should be needed. There are
instructions on the web site for the initial set up of each system so I will not repeat them here.
You can buy a unit that can be used for testing and programming your locos if you do not have your
own system. Many of you may take your locos to a club or mate’s place to run them but would like set
up your own locos at home – a more favourable environment. This unit is called a Sprog II and is
available from the UK for about $100.00. (There is also a Dealer in Perth who has them.)

REMEMBER – set the loco up the way YOU want it, not for Claude at the club.
With your loco on the program track and PC connected select the decoder and “open programmer”.
The first page lets you fill in all types of detail as shown below.

How you enter the ID: is up to you, but I would enter GN 14 or ATSF 5933 or D&RGW 464 for easy
identification. With that done the next page lets you identify the loco. Primary is short or 1 or 2 digit
address. Extended is long or 3 or 4 digit address. (For clubs, I recommend using the initials of the
owner in front of the road name, i.e. CR D&RGW 468. This will put all that persons locos together in
the Roster)
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----------------------------------------------------------------Once you have gone this far you can save the page and close this part of the program. Now you move
the loco to a bit of running track (mainline) for the rest of the settings. There is no need to read any of
the settings in the decoder the default values are already shown on the screen. You can now click on
each of the pages – Speed, Volumes, Function Mapping, and all the other settings. You can move
the sliders for the volume of each items and press “write changes” these take place in less than a
second so you can hear the result straight away
If you are happy with the results you can save the page and go to the next page. If you think you have
“stuffed it up” (technical term) just close the page without saving, then reopen the page, and click
“write full page”. This will write the earlier default settings to the decoder and you are ready to start
again.
If you get things totally wrong, to quote the great book …“Do Not Panic.”. Just do a decoder Reset
(Top Left of the Screen, and then power off, power on.) and start from the beginning. After your first
ten locos it becomes second nature to fire up DP and set up your locos.

Tuning the Sounds – Steam (Tsunami)
(Tsunami)
Now you have tuned the running of your loco it is time to get the sounds right. Although I am using a
Tsunami Sound Decoder here, the same principles apply to lesser sound decoders but with fewer
options for tunning.

With A Timing Cam
Some locos come with a timing cam so the chuff will always be right. For this first example we will
use a loco with a cam. We will now adjust the sounds you hear to the way you want to hear them.
In Decoder Pro there is a page
called Sounds and a page called
Sound Volumes, we will look at
the Sounds page first.
As you can see there are a few
choices here, first is to select dual
pumps, then set quiet mode to 200
(this will allow the sounds to turn
themselves off after a short time of
sitting idle). Then select the
correct whistle for the loco, OR,
the one you would prefer to hear,
after all it is your loco.

All this, and not a CV in sight.

This has to make things easy, now on to the individual sounds.
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As you can see there are 23 separate volumes that we can
adjust; and the Master volume when you get the right
balance. With the loco on the main track you can press a
button on the throttle to hear the sound then adjust it with a
slider control and hear the new setting – instantly.
There is a master volume control that will change every
thing but as we get older we need to adjust the different
sounds to our liking. Some of the sounds are automatic so
there are no buttons for them.
Here you see the next of the Pages for the adjustment of the
sound. These are the final adjustments made to the
Blackstone K27; but most of our HO locos would be very
close. Three of the sliders have been moved to right – this
boosts the bass or body of the sound. The bottom slider has
been moved to the left to cut out any “tinny” sound the
speaker may have.
Remember, to hear these sound changes you will have to select “User Adjustable” at the top of the
page. The actual value in the related CV is shown in the box at the left of the screen.

All this and still not a CV in sight.
The next page is the “Reverb” page. This is similar to this Equaliser page; just play with it and hear
the differences – this is half the fun of sound decoders.
The next page is the “DDE” page (Digital Dynamic
Exhaust), Sounds kinky doesn’t it? Well this page has
the two adjustments for getting the change of exhaust
sound as Cyril, the drive, opens and closes the
regulator.
These are the two settings; the default is a bit flat for
me so these are my suggestions. Allows the change in sound with the regulator AND change in sound
with the load.
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Starting at the top you can turn these on to suit the way you railroad operates.
1. The Auto Grade Crossing, turning this on will give you the long, long, short, long sequence
at grade crossings. Just blip the throttle and it will start.
2. Auto Whistle, 2 for forward, 3 for reverse and 1 for stop, great for a switcher.
3. Auto Bell, bell starts as the loco moves until it gets to a predetermined speed.
4. Auto Brake Squeal. Only use if you can turn off your hearing aid. It squeals every time you
reduce the throttle setting. Trust me leave it off.
5. Auto Steam Blow down on Stop. This one is great; you know when the loco stops - without
even looking.
Now to bring all these changes to life with your throttle. The “Advance” page has a number of
settings that really help you drive a loco - not play with toys.

Packet Timeout Value is part of the shut down sequence, set to 200 as on the Sound Page. The
important one here is the Change Function Groups. This brings all the usable functions to the 10
buttons on your throttle. This means no multiple buttons for one function. The next on the list is F11
Braking Rate, we have just swapped the F11 key to F7 - this is the brake to stop the loco – just like
that big peddle in your car – set this to 235 for this loco but any where between 230 and 250 will do
for starters. You will also need to change the Deceleration CV as well. Change to about 120. A value
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----------------------------------------------------------------of 254 for F11 will stand the loco on its nose, a value of 230 may be realistic but we need to stop a
little quicker – so set for the value that suits you.
Now we will drive the “new” loco.
Slowly advance the throttle, the
chuffs will be deep and loudish.
Stop advancing the throttle and as
the loco comes up to speed the
chuffs will flatten and go softer.
Advance the throttle further and the
deep chuffs come back. Turn the
throttle back to zero, the chuffs go
very soft and the con rods starts to
clank – like a goose honking. “Oh,
you want the loco to stop?” Press
F7, you will hear the brakes squeal
as it slows down and then sound the
whistle when it stops.
Wind the throttle back up and – “Oh release the brake first” – when it gets to the right speed just
press the direction button. DO NOT turn the throttle down. Apply the brake, when it stops release the
brake and it will move in the opposite direction. You will only need 2 buttons for switching – never
need to look at the throttle. These settings would apply to most steam locos using the Tsunami
Decoder in any scale.

Without A Timing Cam
For locos without a timing cam we need to set the
right levels of BEMF (Back Electro Motive Force).
Don’t let the name frighten you.
If you follow the notes below step by step you will
get a perfectly running loco. Steam locos that have
factory fitted decoders (Tsunami, QSI) have this
part done for you.
The Tsunami has a great BEMF control system,
but, like all finely tuned items, it needs to be
compatible with your loco.

Here's how you get them happy with each other.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use F8 to turn off the sound.
Make sure your command station is set to 128 speed steps.
Turn Off any speed tables with CV29 (in Decoder Pro or set bit 4 of CV29 to 0)
Set CV2 to 0
Shut off momentum (CV3 = 0; CV4 = 0)
On the command station or throttle, view the speed as a step or percentage.
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----------------------------------------------------------------Go to “Programming on the Main” (OP’s Mode), preferably using Decoder Pro (use the pane
“ADVANCED”).
•
•
•
•
•

Set Motor Kp Coefficient to 0 [CV 209]
Set Motor Ki Coefficient to 0 [CV 210]
Set the loco moving forward on speed step 1 (128 step mode recommended) Or use 1% on the
display – depending on system.
Adjust CV210 until the loco just moves, very slowly - will still be jerky
Adjust CV209 until the loco smoothes out

Setting a realistic top speed.
1. With the loco on the main track, wind the knob to set the desired top speed. When you are at
the desired top speed read the % or step on the screen.
2. Stop the loco and, using Decoder Pro, set speed step 28 to a figure relative to the percentage,
(example - 64=25%; 128= 50%; 186=75%)
3. Press [MATCH ENDS].
4. In the little box above the table [Speed table selection] click down arrow, pull slider down to
[USER TABLE] and select this.
5. Click another box marked [USE TABLE].
6. Click [WRITE CHANGES ON SHEET] at the bottom of the screen. The loco will jerk
slightly as the table is loaded.
7. When the loading has finished, turn knob to top speed to check if the top speed is correct. If
not, repeat steps 2 & 3.
Once you have done the above, you can adjust the steam chuff rate to match the wheel rotation by:
•
•
•
•
•

Use F8 to turn the sound back on.
Set a medium slow speed on the loco - about step 10 (8 – 10%)
Adjust CV116 [ Engine Exhaust Rate ] for the proper chuff rate (4 chuffs per revolution for
most rod locos)
Click [WRITE CHANGES ON SHEET] at the bottom of the screen each time you change the
value, until you get the best synchro at 8-10 mph.
Reset momentum (Suggest CV3 = 40; CV4 = 20)

To get perfect synchro at the low speeds under load, you will need a cam. I use the Soundtrax cams on
my locos. Two of the first locos I did are still perfect after 8 years of heavy running.
My Proto 2000 0-6-0 switcher has a timing cam fitted to one of the drivers – great to watch when
switching – http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0SXhF_NMW-w&feature=channel
From here on the setting up of a steam loco is the same as that with a timing cam.

Tuning the Sounds – Steam (QSI)
Using Decoder Pro to tune a QSI decoder is the only way to do it. There are up to 3 CVs for each
setting – this can get very confusing. The Decoder Pro Panes are similar to the Tsunami panes – all the
work is done for you in the back ground.
The most common loco I now come across
is the AD60 Garrett, but the same set up
applies to any QSI steam loco.
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----------------------------------------------------------------On all QSI decoders the most important thing is turn off the verbal acknowledgement. This is the
voice you hear when you “Program On The Main”. While the decoder is talking to you it can miss
the next command. This is on the QSI Misc Pane.
On this loco (AD60) you would set a value of at least 30 for both Acceleration and Deceleration on the
Motor Pane – better, would be a value of 50 for the Acceleration. Setting the top speed is the same as
with the Tsunami so I will not repeat here. A top speed of 30mph is recommended. While the loco is
moving, you can press a Function Key and the loco will tell you how fast it is going.
Now to the Function Keys. The QSI does not support “Function Remapping” as such, BUT, you can
assign any output to a function, the result is the same.

As with the Tsunami I set all Functions to keys 0 to 9. This makes for much easier operation of the
keys. As you can see the bell is turned off for F1 (output 3). Output 7 (F5) reads as Dynamic Brakes –
there are no Dynamic Brakes on a steam loco – but – using this key will allow the chuff volume to
drop down as the loco coasts without changing the speed. Output 8 (F6) has status report – this will
read out the speed of the loco, normally in MPH unless you have changed it.
Now the “secret” output 9 (F7, Heavy Load) this takes a little getting used to but is worth the effort.
With loco moving along at a steady speed (15 mph) press F7, you will hear a single “toot” on the
whistle, now the speed knob is disconnected from the loco drive. In other words you can turn the knob
back to zero, the chuff will fade down as thought the loco is coasting. Turn the knob all the way up
and the loco will sound as though it is working very hard going up hill. The speed of the loco does not
change - just the sound. To get back control just press F7 again and you will hear “two toots” – the
loco is back under normal control.
With Decoder Pro the volume adjustments are simple as you can see. System volume is always at
maximum when you take a new loco out of the box, I set to around 40% to save my hearing.
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Tuning the Sounds - Diesel
Most of the Tsunami Diesel decoders I have fitted have been in Australian locos so I am used to
turning the bell off. The rest of the settings are the same for most locos.

Setting up the address is the same as for the steam locos so I will not repeat here. Tuning the decoder
to mach the loco comes later, for now we can set the sounds and lights the way we want them.
Australian locos do not have the bell so I set any auxiliary lighting up on F1.
Now for the sounds. As you can see there are not as many as on the steam loco. I set the air
compressor and the radiator fans to automatic (as per the prototype). There is a choice for the dynamic
brakes, this depends on the type of loco and the Railroad. NSW locos normally go to notch 4 when the
dynamic brakes are applied. The other adjustment is the notching, as you can see here I have set it to
notch every 14 steps. This gives us the 8 notches in 128 steps. There are also 17 horns to choose from
– select the one YOU think is correct for your loco.
It is now time to put the locomotive on the mainline and run for 15 – 20 minutes to get things warmed
up. My next adjustment is normally setting the top speed of the loco. As you can see here, the loco is
set to about 48% of full speed.
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----------------------------------------------------------------This loco is a Train-O-Rama 44 class. I know of very few layouts that can realistically handle any
more than 40 mph so this is typical for many locos.

Now we get to the tuning part of the set up. This is worth the effort to get the best, most realistic
response from the loco. Before any adjustments consider how the prototype works. The engine is
running and drives the generator. When the driver goes to notch 1 the output of the generator goes to
the traction motors. This will cause the loco to move without any sound change from the engine. If the
loco has a load it will hardly move, it just takes up some slack in the train. At notch 2 the engine will
rev up to the next level, an increase of between 70 and 90 rpm only. Then up to notch 3 – another 70 –
90 rpm.
There is no “load” sound on the engine as there is on a truck or your car. The engine is totally
disconnected from the wheels, if more power is needed then up a notch, another 70 – 90 rpm. The
number of revs for each notch depends on the type of engine, whether 2 stroke – EMD at 70 rpm or 4
stroke - Alco/GE at 90 rpm.
Setting the take off point using Tsunami’s BEMF.
That's CV209, CV210, CV212, CV213, CV214 if you are not using Decoder Pro.

Tsunami BEMF
CV212 controls how hard the BEMF works. The default is max: 255. Unusual for BEMF settings;
most settable BEMF decoders come with a default somewhere in the middle of the range. This tells
the decoder how much it can allow the motor to stray from the set speed before it tries to do something
with it. 255 means it is to keep it as close as it can to the set speed, 0 means it doesn't try to do
anything - it's off.
CV209 and CV210 control how much correction is to be applied to get the motor back on track when
the speed isn't what it should be, and how fast that change is applied. These have modest default
settings, and I'd suggest not changing then. If you make them bigger, the decoder will apply more
change faster, and the end result is that the loco surges.
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----------------------------------------------------------------CV213 controls how often the decoder measures the BEMF. Make this too big and it will go all jerky.
CV214 is also a part of the feedback.

Once your loco is warm it is time to start playing. With the Command Station set at 128 Speed Steps,
set the loco going at step 1 (or 1%, depends on system) and go to OPS mode. Decoder Pro helps here,
too. Try reducing Motor Control Intensity (CV212) until the loco stops - you can do this in big
steps - say 50 at a time. Then increase again by 5 or 10 until the motor starts again.

You may even find that taking the body off and look at the motor or drive couplings itself can help
here. Whatever value you get, then add about 10 to it, and write down that value.
Now put the loco on the layout and try it? What's the starting like? What about when it's pulling a
train? Stopping? If you like it, leave it at that.
If not, back to step 1 again. Try reducing Motor Control Sample Period (CV213) by 5. Like the
difference? Try reducing Motor Control Sample Aperture Time (CV214) by 5. Don't go below 5.
If you aren't satisfied then, try reducing Motor Kp (CV209) and Motor Ki (CV210) by small steps;
don't go below 10. These two are not as effective as using CVs 212, 213 and 214.
And of course - only change one at a time and try it. Write down the settings as you do them if you are
not using Decoder Pro. You may fiddle again later, and want to go back to some known settings. Of
course if it all goes horribly wrong, reset the decoder (Reset in the top left of the screen and turn the
track power Off then On) and try again.
Now you should set some start and stop inertia. I think that to get the best from a Tsunami, you need
to set:
• The Acceleration (CV3) level between 20 and 30. This gives nice starts and allows the sound
part to deal with the sound as it should.
• The Brakes (CV61) to 235. That's enough brake intensity. Brakes are F11, or move them to
F7 with function mapping.
• The Deceleration (CV4) level around 120. I fiddle with this value to get the brakes to stop
the loco in its own length from speed step 25 (about 9 inches). That could mean a braking
distance of around 6 feet at speed step 75. And the sound will coast, too.
Some people take a little time getting used to the momentum, especially the “brake” function. All
sound decoders require the use of BEMF to get the best sounds. Never wind the knob all the way up
and then back to the speed you want. I know some of you drive your cars this way – but – it is more
fun doing it properly.
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Function Only Decoders
These decoders can be used for a number of different effects.
They can be run in parallel with your normal decoder for extra
lighting routines.
I used 2 four function decoders in an O scale “Big Boy” as the
QSI Quantum decoder (4 amp) did not have any extra outputs.
One went into the smoke box for the Headlight, Marker Lights,
Firebox Flicker and a Cab light. The other went into the tender
for the Backup light, Marker lights and rear red light. I also use a
TCS FL4 in the AD60 Garrett, This controls the directional
Marker Lamps, the Firebox Flicker and the step lights or Cab Light as the QSI does not have
any extra outputs.
Another common use is in the caboose or brake van. Outputs can be used for the rear lights,
internal lights, the conductor on the back holding a lantern and the flicker of the pot belly
stove. The address is set up like your locos.

Accessory or Stationary Decoders
These decoders are often overlooked by modellers. They can be numbered from 1 through to
2044. The decoders are normally in groups of four or multiple groups of four.
Most commonly they are used to drive
turnouts and/or signals. The outputs can
often be set up to do a variety of functions,
the “fire once” – for Peco type solenoids, the
“constant on” for stall motors or relays.
There are also special duty type decoders,
these give a feed back signal to some logic
to show which state they are in (which way
they are thrown). There are now decoders
that are specific for servo type motors.
When programming, read the manufacturers
instructions – programming methods do
vary. With some you can set the card
number, the card will then know to use the
four addresses associated with that card.
With others you only have to set the highest
number (of the four addresses) and it will
know to program the others.

The decoder can be operated in a number of ways; a push button, a switch, or from your
throttle. Some decoders have the option that if they hear a particular DCC command they
disable the manual control.
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yourself a lot of effort. You can set up routes. Just using a single
command, you can operate a number of turnouts in sequence –
great for setting up a track/route from a staging yard. How this is
set up depends on the Command System you use – it is just like a
‘consist’ for turnouts.
These decoders can also be used for Signals, boom gates, water
columns, turning building lights on and off or any other animation
you require.
REMEMBER, if you mess up the programming in ANY decoder
you can always set it back to Factory Default with a simple
command. The only real way to learn is to try for your self.
Have Fun
Gerry Hopkins MMR

Also View these:
Alco 244
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tn-AU45mUCk&feature=channel

3 Cylinder Loco & Loco with Firebox flicker and Marker Lights
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hgTSSo-h99Q&feature=channel

My Layout
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynD8pLY347Y&feature=channel
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